YOUR HOME - DESIGNED BY YOU

TIMBER AND CONCRETE, GREAT TOGETHER
To create a variety of textures and finishes that are easy on the eye, treated timber or hardwood always looks superb with coloured concrete or exposed aggregate.

USE THIS PLANNING GRID
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SUSTAINABILITY: CANTERBURY CONCRETE’S SUSTAINABILITY
- Environmentally compliant manufacture
- Surplus water and some aggregates recycled
- Lower transport impacts
- Treated concrete recycled from construction sites
- Passive solar heated thermal mass makes completed buildings more energy-efficient
- Most wash water returned from construction sites
- Highly durable, low maintenance buildings and no rot
- Inherent fire resistance
- Overall longer effective building life
- Demolished concrete can be recycled as hard fill or aggregate

LOCATION:

ExpoRExposed  COLOURED  POLISHED

For further information or assistance on concrete products call Canterbury Concrete on (03) 360 2315 or 027 237 8414
www.canterburyconcrete.co.nz
EXPOSED CONCRETE
Exposed aggregate provides an attractive texture and a range of natural hues, along with all the strength, durability and low maintenance quality that only Canterbury Concrete provides.

ELEMENTS COLOURED CONCRETE
Concrete can be given colour through the addition of oxides to the concrete mix. There is wide range of coloured oxides to choose from so the choice is yours.

Gone are the days of grey. Drawn from the world around us, our range of coloured concrete captures the tones of earth and sky in all their power and beauty.

A number of variables will mean that no two decorative slabs look the same; specifically:
- Concrete is made from natural raw materials
- Weather and site conditions at the time of placing

Exposed aggregate provides an attractive texture and a range of natural hues, along with all the strength, durability and low maintenance quality that only Canterbury Concrete provides.

POLISHED CONCRETE
If indoor-outdoor flow is what you are looking for, exposed aggregate polished concrete is the answer. Reflecting the trend for slick, easy care, contemporary surfaces, polished concrete can be used both inside and out.

Exactly the same flooring treatment in both areas creates a seamless flow so that it becomes one big, open, but versatile space. Under floor heating inside keeps the living space toasty, while the thermal mass properties of concrete keep it cool in summer.

Concrete’s durability gives further advantages over alternative flooring so it will continue to look good long after other surfaces become weathered and worn.

BRING THE OUTDOORS IN
Exactly the same flooring treatment in both areas creates a seamless flow so that it becomes one big, open, but versatile space. Under floor heating inside keeps the living space toasty, while the thermal mass properties of concrete keep it cool in summer.

Concrete’s durability gives further advantages over alternative flooring so it will continue to look good long after other surfaces become weathered and worn.
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